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Dear Friends and Colleagues,

May I invite you to explore a unique opportunity to develop 
and improve your personal and professional life? Logosynthe-
sis offers an exciting potential for change and development.

This new, elegant approach can help you reach new levels  
of proficiency and effectiveness in your work as a professional  
in coaching, counselling, education or psychotherapy. 
The Logosynthesis process easily accesses and activates  
your clients' own deepest resources to support the healing 
process. Practitioners working with Logosynthesis report 
more ease and flow when working with patients and clients. 

For the first time, Logosynthesis Practitioner training is now 
available online. Don't miss this unique opportunity!

Warm regards from the Swiss Rhine valley,

Dr. Willem Lammers
Founder, Developer of Logosynthesis®

Learn Logosynthesis – the Next Floor on the Healing Highrise

What is Logosynthesis? 
Logosynthesis is a new, comprehensive system for healing 
and development, which is effective in coaching, counseling, 
education and psychotherapy. Some of its techniques can 
also be used as self-help tools. Logosynthesis enables peo-
ple to find and reach their life purpose, to carry out their 
mission. 

The model was primarily developed from TA, NLP, EMDR, 
Gestalt therapy and energy psychology, with the help of the 
age-old power of words, a century of knowledge of psycho-
therapy and the latest insights in neurosciences. 

Trained professionals can easily learn the attitude, the model 
and the methods of Logosynthesis. Specialists from different 
schools of thought will detect features of their preferred 
model. However, the combination of working principles in 
Logosynthesis is new and unique. 
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Body, Mind, Essence
Human beings are more than body and mind. Awareness of  
a soul, a higher Self, a true Self, an Essence, has always been 
part of the human experience. Our consciousness stretches 
beyond time and space. We are steadily developing, actively 
giving form to our world with the help of a creative intention. 

Our body and mind are tools to manifest our Selves on  
this planet. From a very young age, we are taught to identify 
with the body and mind, and then we lose the awareness of 
what we really are: Essence. When we believe we are our 
emotions, our suffering, our thoughts, our needs, we get 
convinced that we are nothing more and forget the truth of 
who we are. The flow of our life energy gets stuck. We lose 
contact with the real reason why we are here, our purpose or 
mission, and life loses its meaning.

In contact with Essence, life energy is in flow. Life becomes  
a dance. We recognize our purpose and we go for it.  
We're full of energy – in love, work and leisure.

Energy Structures
If life energy is not in flow, it is still, waiting to be activated, 
held in structures, like memories, fantasies and beliefs. To 
find our way in this world, we need a balance between flowing 
and still energy.
  
If too much of our life energy is out of control, our mind  
becomes chaotic and overwhelmed. If too much of our energy 
is still, or even frozen, we cannot act and react adequately. 
People and events on our life path will influence this balance. 

From the viewpoint of Logosynthesis, energy structures 
– memories, fantasies and beliefs – can be supportive or 
limiting. 

Memories can help us to understand where we come from, 
or they can keep us frozen in a painful past. Fantasies about 
the future can support our goals or create anxiety. Beliefs 
determine what we think we're able to achieve, in the words 
of Henry Ford: "If you believe you can, or if you believe you 
can't, you're right."

Logosynthesis
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Energy Structures in Space
In Logosynthesis, we assume that energy structures exist  
in three-dimensional space, just as tables and chairs have  
a place in our living room. We can perceive memories,  
fantasies and beliefs in the same way we perceive a chair  
or a table with our senses. 

If we remember someone, we can see, hear, or sense  
a representation. A virtual presence of this person exists in 
the space around us. That presence can make us happy, or it 
can be distressing if it's connected with painful memories. 

Each perception of a person, an object or an event of our life 
experience can lead to the creation of an energy structure. 
Together these energy structures build the frame for the 
thoughts and emotions that run our lives.

Energy structures are most powerful if they exist in our  
immediate vicinity, in our personal space. Structures can  
be threatening or stimulating, and we can react to them with 
fear or relief.

How Does Logosynthesis Work?
Logosynthesis aims at resolving inadequate energy struc-
tures and restoring the flow of life energy, in the following 
sequence:
• It identifies frozen structures in the flow of life energy. 
• It finds the location of these energy structures in the body 

and in space, as perceptual triggers and as physical,  
emotional and cognitive reactions to these triggers.

• It resolves or neutralises the frozen structures by the po-
wer of words, using four specific sentences. 

After a Logosynthesis sequence the person is able to resolve 
disturbing memories, negative fantasies and limiting beliefs. 
This process opens new options for thinking, feeling and 
behaviour. Continued application of the procedure increases 
your awareness of Essence and your life purpose – lightly and 
elegantly.

Logosynthesis allows for a surprisingly gentle healing of  
trauma, addiction, fear and stress symptoms. It also creates 
a unique space for spiritual development.  

Model, Mechanism
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Willem Lammers
Logosynthesis was developed by Dr. Willem Lammers. 
Willem is a chartered clinical and social psychologist,  
a psychotherapist, and a consultant to people and  
organisations. Willem also certified as a Teaching and  
Supervising Transactional Analyst (TSTA). After working  
for many years in a clinical setting, he founded and led the 
Institute for the Application of the Social Sciences in Bad 
Ragaz, Switzerland. Willem discovered the groundbreaking 
princinciples of Logosynthesis in 2005 and developed them 
into a coherent system of theory, methods, ethics and an 
attitude ever since.  
In 2010 he received a doctorate in psychotherapy from 
Middlesex University in London, on the subject of Logosyn-
thesis, and in 2018 he was honoured with the ACEP award for 
his major contribution to the field of energy psychology. 
In his training, practice and teachings, Willem spent many 
years on the interface of body, mind and spirit, in systems  
like transactional analysis, NLP, EMDR, the Reconnection, 
the Monroe Institute, and Energy Psychology. Logosynthesis 
was created as a result from these explorations. 

Willem runs a private practice for psychotherapy, supervision 
and coaching. His teaching activities are taking him to many 
countries. Willem has authored six books and numerous 
articles in the field. In 2018 he was honored with the ACEP 
award for his major contribution to the field, by the Associati-
on for Comprehensive Energy Psychology.

The Founder of Logosynthesis
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The Practitioner Curriculum, Logosynthesis Basic

Practitioner Training Curriculum
The Practitioner Level Training of the Logosynthesis  
International Association contains six elements: 

1. Basic Level Seminar
2. Logosynthesis Live
3.  Advanced Practitioner seminars
4.  Supervision
5. Practice groups
6. Practitioner paper with case study
 
The curriculum contains 12-15 days of training and two units 
of supervision, individual or in a group. At least five days of 
this training must be attended in seminars on site with a 
Trainer in Logosynthesis, the other hours can be followed 
online. 
All training starts with the Logosynthesis Basic Seminar. 
After that you can take part in advanced Practitioner semi-
nars and Logosynthesis Live in your preferred order. 
If you start the training online, reading the Logosynthesis 
handbook is mandatory before attending the Basic seminar. 

In the training curriculum, emphasis is put on personal work 
for the trainees as well as on the application of methods to 
support other people in your professional practice. 

Logosynthesis Basic Seminar
This seminar offers an experiential format to learn the theo-
ry, the basic assumptions of Logosynthesis, the seven step 
model for guided change, the meta-questions  and the basic 
procedure. This content is presented and practiced in a way 
that will allow you to easily introduce Logosynthesis in your 
daily work with patients, clients, coachees or pupils.  
Methods are taught in their state-of-the-art form, with lots  
of space for discussions on many levels, to allow you to find  
a place for Logosynthesis in your own professional frame of 
reference. You will have opportunities to experience the  
Logosynthesis approach applied on your own issues –  
in the training group or in online practice groups. After each 
sequence, participants can discuss all philosophical, theore-
tical, methodological and strategic aspects of the work with 
the trainers.
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Logosynthesis Live, Advanced Practitioner Seminars

Logosynthesis Live, Working Conferences
These seminars offer opportunities to work on personal is-
sues with the help of experienced trainers. A wide variety  
of techniques are used, and you will get an idea of the full 
potential of the Logosynthesis model and methods. After 
each sequence, the philosophy, the theory and the methods 
used in the work with as trainee are discussed. 

Logosynthesis Practitioner Seminars
In these advanced seminars you learn to understand and to 
apply Logosynthesis on a deeper level, focused on key issues 
from your clients' lives. These issues are visualised in the 
graphic to the left, the Logosynthesis  Octagon:

• The Path of Trust helps you to understand attachment and 
loss, building and resolving relationships.

• The Path of the Will describes patterns in managing your 
mission in life, in success and failure.

• The Path of Courage determines coping with traumatic 
events and their sequelae in the past, the present and the 
future.

Each Practitioner seminar enables you to discover how  
energy patterns in memories, fantasies, beliefs and emotions 
can lead to developmental arrest and how you can dissolve 
these blocks with the help of Logosynthesis, for yourself  
and for your patients, clients and students.

Trust

Learning

Close Open

Courage

HealingLetting Go

Will

potential energy

free energy

Future

Past

Present
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The Path of Trust: Patterns in Relationships
You are not alone. You live in relationships, in communities 
and in a society, which fulfil biological and psychological 
needs. You meet new people, you're with them and you say 
goodbye, you have to – for many reasons. 
Your way of being in relationships is determined by your role 
models and by your own experiences in the past. Trauma  
and nostalgia can create templates for patterns in feeling, 
thinking and behaviour that stand in the way of healthy  
relationships in the present. Loving parents and the  
experience of support in difficult situations can help you to 
build relationships in which you can love – in giving and recei-
ving. You look at the future with confidence or with irrational 
fears and hopes. 

This advanced Seminar in Logosynthesis teaches the  
identification and resolution of limiting patterns in relation-
ships and helps you create a space for love in the present,  
for yourself and for your clients. 

The Path of Trust, The Path of the Will

The Path of the Will: Finding Your Mission
The Indian poet Tagore said "You can't cross the sea merely 
by standing and staring at the water." The most important 
question in guided change is "What is it  you're here for on 
earth?"  
The second most important question is "What keeps you from 
doing this?" For many people a life task is something they 
experience as tedious and stressful. They tend to strive for 
more and better, with failure as a permanent possibility.  
Often such patterns are rooted in a past that connected  
failure with flaws in one's identity and worth. Resolving them 
enables you to learn from the past and to reach clarity about 
the future. You learn from what went wrong in the past and 
create your future with the help of all available resources. 
This advanced Seminar in Logosynthesis supports you in 
finding your mission and removing blocks in achieving  
your goals. It's motto could be, after Rainer Maria Rilke:  
"You must change your life." You will also learn how to  
support your clients in discovering their life's purpose and 
paving the way to achieve it.
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The Path of Courage: The Resolution of Trauma and Fear
Trauma and stress are part of life, but abuse, violence and 
overwhelming pain can leave deep scars – people tend  
to fear and avoid what has hurt them in the past. 
Healthy coping with stressful events enables people to  
process traumatic events from the past, to fully live in the 
present and to carefully manage future risks. Logosynthesis 
offers new, powerful protocols to process the painful past  
and to open new perspectives. 
This advanced Seminar in Logosynthesis is designed to serve 
your own process of professional, personal and spiritual  
development. This will help you to improve your potential  
to support your clients on their path in life. You will explore  
what hurt you in the past and you’ll find ways to heal those 
wounds of the past with the help of Logosynthesis, in  
conjunction with the latest insights in trauma theory and 
neuroscience.

Logosynthesis Supervision
In supervision you can discuss the application of Logosynthe-
sis in your own professional practice. The most important 
aspect of Logosynthesis supervision is the development of 
the professional as a whole person, and to discover your Es-
sence in the context of your practice. 

Every client you're working with can activate memories, fan-
tasies, emotions and beliefs from your own history, and these 
can stand in the way of your awareness of Essence. 
Supervision can support you in resolving these issues. It also 
offers a space to explore your work in terms  of the concepts 
and methods of Logosynthesis. Comparisons with other  
systems of guided change can help you to integrate your 
learning and experience as a professional. 

Logosynthesis Supervision is offered in groups or individual 
sessions. To fulfill the criteria of the Practitioner curriculum, 
you need twelve hours of group supervision or three 60' hours 
individually.

The Path of Courage, Supervision 
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Practice Groups
Between online sessions participants meet in practice groups 
of three or four people. They practice the application of Logo-
synthesis to prepare and support the introduction of the mo-
del into their practice. These sessions have a clearly defined 
format in terms of time structure and group member roles. 
This format guarantees maximum learning from these sessi-
ons for the transfer of the Logosynthesis  model into your 
practice.

The Logosynthesis Practitioner Paper
After attending the required hours of training and supervision 
you will write the Practitioner paper. This contains a descrip-
tion of your professional profile, a report on your learning 
process in Logosynthesis, a case report about a Logosynthe-
sis process with a client system and a reflection thereof  
within the scope of your professional frame of reference. 

Practice Groups, Practitioner Paper, Target Group, Certificate

Who Can Participate?
This training is open to professionals working in the fields of 
couneselling, coaching, psychotherapy, psychiatry, education 
and the ministry. They want to learn a new, elegant and effec-
tive model for guided change. 
We're pleased to welcome participants from different conti-
nents. That means that you not only have a great opportunity 
to learn, you can also make new friends from many coun-
tries!

The Practitioner Certificate 
After fulfilling the criteria of the curriculum you will receive  
the certificate of LIA, the Logosynthesis International  
Association. This allows you to carry the title Practitioner in 
Logosynthesis®. You become a LIA Professional Member, you 
may publish your information on the LIA website, and you will 
have access to additional documents, video and other resour-
ces in the login area of the LIA website. The Practitioner title 
is explicitly reserved for members of the Association. 
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Time Frame, Structure

Time Frame
This Logosynthesis training curriculum is set to take at least 
one year, but you can fulfill the requirements in your own tem-
po. If you attend all elements you invest 132 hours in the online 
part of the Practitioner Curriculum, consisting of:

•  30 on-site contact hours 
•  40 online seminar contact hours 
•  12 hours online or live group supervision
•  20 hours in online or live practice groups 
•  30 hours for the Logosynthesis Practitioner Paper,  

depending on you experience as a writer.

These are minimum numbers. Many trainees invest  
more time to deepen their knowledge already during the curri-
culum.
Besides the online part you attend at least five days of training 
in an onsite format.

The Structure of the Program
All Practitioner training starts with the Logosynthesis Basic 
seminar. After this you can attend all available elements, 
online or onsite. The online curriculum 2019 consists of the 
following elements:

1. O19.B1: Logosynthesis  Basic (5x2 hours)
2. O19.T1: The Path of Trust (5x2 hours)
3. O19.W1: The Path of the Will (5x2 hours)
4. O19.C1: The Path of Courage (5x2 hours)
5. O19.S1: Online Group Supervision 1 (3x2 hours)
6. O19.S2: Online Group Supervision 2 (3x2 hours).

Practice groups meet for at least one hour between each 
session of the seminars of the curriculum. The last element 
of the Practitioner curriculum, Logosynthesis Live, can only 
be attended on-site in a three-day seminar or in our six-day 
Summer Academy (preferred). The costs of onsite seminars 
are not part of the online contract. All other elements can be 
attended online or onsite.

https://logosynthese.ch/summer-conference-2019/
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Tuition, Times, Dates 2019

Tuition
The online sessions of the 2019 Practitioner curriculum are 
taught by Dr. Willem Lammers, the Founder and Developer of 
Logosynthesis, Dr. Suzanne von Blumenthal (CH), Mary 
O'Donoghue (IRL). Other experienced trainers may join in.

Time 
All courses are scheduled 16.00-18.00 MET (Rome, Vienna, 
Zurich). This makes them accessible for most participants 
from Europe and the US.

To find your time click here: Time Converter

Dates
If you already attended a Logosynthesis Basic, you can enter 
this curriculum with The Path of Trust, starting March 29.

Logosynthesis Online Introduction 
with Willem Lammers and Suzanne von Blumenthal
Course O19.B1, Wednesdays: 
January 23, February 6, 20, 27, March 13.

The Path of Trust, with Willem Lammers 
Course O19.T1, Wednesdays:
March 27s, April 17, May 22, June 5, June 19. 

The Path of the Will, with Suzanne von Blumenthal 
O19.W1, Wednesdays: 
August 21, August 28, September 11, September 25,
October 2.

The Path of Courage, with Willem Lammers
Course O19.C1 Wednesdays:
October 30, November 6, November 20, December 4,  
December 18.

Supervision Cycle 1, with Willem Lammers
Course O19.S1 Tuesdays:
March 26, May 21, June 18.

Supervision Cycle 2, with Willem Lammers
Course O19.S2 Tuesdays:
August 27, September 24, October 29.

https://www.worldtimeserver.com/current_time_in_CH.aspx
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What to Read?
We strongly recommend reading the following books:
1.  Lammers, Willem (2015). Self-Coaching with  

 Logosynthesis: How the power of words can change 
 your life. CreateSpace.

2. Lammers (2015). Logosynthesis - Healing with Words:  
 A Handbook for the Helping Professions with a Preface  
 by Dr. Fred Gallo. CreateSpace.

You can find these books on www.amazon.com.

Registration and Costs
You can register for all elements of the online curriculum  
as a whole or for each element separately. As a rule, each 
hour of online training costs €30. 
•  If you repeat a seminar you attended in the past, you pay  

€20 per training hour. If you are a student, a retired pro-
fessional or a candidate from a developing country you can 
also apply for this reduced rate. 

•  If you register for all elements of the online program 2019  
at once,  you'll receive a 10% discount. 

Payment
Your registration comes with your payment. To register and 
pay, click on the corresponding paylinks:

Seminars
1. Logosynthesis  Basic:   €300.-  Paylink O19.B1 
2. The Path of Trust   €300.- Paylink O19.T1
3. The Path of the Will   €300.- Paylink O19.W1
4. The Path of Courage  €300.- Paylink O19.C1

Supervision
5. Group Supervision Cycle 1 €180.- Paylink O19.S1
6. Group Supervision Cycle 2 €180.- Paylink O19.S2
 
Total program with 10% discount
Total online program               €1400.- Paylink O19.All

Please provide the corresponding codes with your payment. 

Recommended Reading, Registration, Costs, Payment

https://www.amazon.com/Self-Coaching-Logosynthesis-power-words-change/dp/1505825903/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1529575909&sr=8-1&keywords=Willem+Lammers
https://www.amazon.com/Self-Coaching-Logosynthesis-power-words-change/dp/1505825903/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1529575909&sr=8-1&keywords=Willem+Lammers
https://www.amazon.com/Self-Coaching-Logosynthesis-power-words-change/dp/1505825903/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1529575909&sr=8-1&keywords=Willem+Lammers
https://www.amazon.com/Logosynthesis-Healing-Handbook-Helping-Professions/dp/1505826756/ias-21
https://www.amazon.com/Logosynthesis-Healing-Handbook-Helping-Professions/dp/1505826756/ias-21
https://www.amazon.com/Logosynthesis-Healing-Handbook-Helping-Professions/dp/1505826756/ias-21
https://www.paypal.me/logosynthesis/eur300
https://www.paypal.me/logosynthesis/eur300
https://www.paypal.me/logosynthesis/eur300
http:/https://www.paypal.me/logosynthesis/eur300
https://www.paypal.me/logosynthesis/eur300
https://www.paypal.me/logosynthesis/eur180
https://www.paypal.me/logosynthesis/eur180
https://www.paypal.me/logosynthesis/eur1400
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Your Host for the 2019 Program
Dr. Willem Lammers 
The Origin of Logosynthesis®  
Bahnhofstrasse 38
CH-7310 Bad Ragaz
info@logosynthesis.net, http://www.logosynthesis.net. 

Additional Sources of Information
On http://www.logosynthesis.net you'll find many more texts 
on a variety of issues in the field of Logosynthesis. You can 
also join Logosynthesis Facebook groups in your language,  
to ask your questions and to take part in discussions.
For more information about Logosynthesis, the Practitioner 
curriculum, or the Institute. please send us an email. 
We will be happy to hear from you!

This Brochure
You'll always find an up-to-date version of this brochure here:  
www.logosynthesis.net/docs/logosynthesis.practitioner.pdf.  
For more information, please contact the International  
Institute under info@logosynthesis.net.

Your Host, Additional Info, a Testimonial

Praise for Logosynthesis from a Trainee
Logosynthesis is a major contribution to the world of  
healing. Willem wonderfully demonstrates the power  
of this work. He has the sharpest insight, and is he is able  
to teach you how to effortlessly identify the heart of the  
problem that is presented.

This becomes the 'target'. You can then learn to apply  
healing with the softest touch, for this is the most gentle  
of processes. Apparently so simple, just three sentences,  
yet the effects are profound.
 
I feel blessed to have discovered it.
 
Vicky van Praag
 

mailto:info@logosynthesis.net
http://www.logosynthesis.net
http://www.logosynthesis.net
www.logosynthesis.net/docs/logosynthesis.practitioner.pdf
mailto:info@logosynthesis.net

